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Abstract
In this paper we present our survey on application of genetic algorithms in Natural Language Processing (NLP). We focus on main issues of NLP and describe research presented in papers related with this topics.

1 Introduction
Natural Language Processing (NLP) is an interdisciplinary field connecting artificial intelligence and linguistics. NLP focuses on a number of topics like language generation, machine translation, dialogue systems etc. Researches around the world have proposed different approaches to solve problems within previously mentioned topics. One of them is to use genetic algorithms. A genetic algorithm is an algorithm looking for the best solution using heuristic searching based on natural selection known in genetics. This approach has proven its utility in many cases, sometimes replacing other tools used in artificial intelligence, but also often used as a part of them to resolve a given research problem. Therefore genetic algorithms are often used with e.g neural networks. In the following sections we will describe the application of genetic algorithms in selected papers related with this topics.

2 Dialogue Systems
Dialogue systems are computer systems which purpose is to converse with the human in most natural way. Often such systems are used for communication based on text, speech or symbols. Dialogue systems tend to be a part of more general solutions. For example, full functional robot for whom dialogue system is used for communication with external environment. This kind of robots are described in papers by Nakadai et al. (2008) [4] and (2010) [5]. In both works genetic algorithms are used for parameters selection in audition subsystems.

Genetic algorithms, are also frequently used for their most practical function, namely, for optimization. In the context of dialogue systems genetic algorithms can help optimize the settings of time and accuracy of the used methods [3] or cost function [6].

More advanced versions of genetic algorithms are also used. Thanks to large diversity and ease in adoption of GA, they were used in more specified situations. Genetic Algorithm with Sexual selection (GAwSS) was used by Araki and Kuroda (2006) [1]. Thanks to that, a system based on the method using GAwSS, in its initial state can be trained to sufficient level without any prior language information (vocabulary or grammar).

Another example of system which does not need a predefined training data is described Kimura et al. (2001) [2]. In this case conversation rules for the dialog agent are created on base of statements and the system responses.

The last case of GA used in dialogue system is described in [7]. The system proposed in the paper uses a dynamic weight connection of Artificial Intelligence learning algorithm with neural network and genetic algorithm. At first they are created as separate modules. In this case there were used two versions of genetic algorithms, basic and mutated. The goal was to find the best option for this solution.

3 Language Generation
Language generation is a process which aims to create natural language from a data representation such as a knowledge base. Language generators are often used to create textual version of natural language.

The paper by Montero and Araki (2007) [8] describes a method which is based on a small number of phrases chosen randomly from a database of phrases. From these phrases genetic algorithm generates and evaluates trivial dialogue phrases.

Language generation can also be used to create very sophisticated texts like poetry. Examples of this kind of systems are described in [9] and in [11], where a genetic algorithm is used to find a solution that satisfies the constraints of grammaticality, meaningfulness, and poeticalness.

Good example of the use genetic algorithm is presented in [10]. This paper describes a system of opportunistic text generation. The system reacts react on user choices and adapts to them. In this case a genetic algorithm is used for finding highly-valued as possible tree of facts.

The last example of a paper describing genetic algorithms applied to NLP, [12] describes the use of a genetic algorithm in story generator. In this case GA is utilized for story planer to find space of possible stories. Main reason for using it here is to greatly reduce the risk of getting stuck in local optima.
4 Machine Learning

Machine learning is intended to create algorithms that can learn on the base of initial data. Often this initial data needs to be very large. In this situation a genetic algorithm is a useful solution which can significantly reduce of required information. A good example is presented by Echizenya et al. in [13], [14] and [15]. Thanks to that the number of translation examples for machine translation was greatly reduced. Also important thing is that, the different solutions can use different versions genetic algorithms adjusted to their needs.

The last example could be [17]. In this paper the authors presented a system YALE. It is free open-source environment for KDD and machine learning. It contains a large number of useful features, but for this survey the most important part is Text mining and tracking drifting concepts. Again as presented in section on Dialogue Systems, genetic algorithms are used for feature selection.

5 Conclusions

In this paper we performed a survey on the use of genetic algorithms in Natural Language Processing. We selected three main areas of NLP, namely, Dialogue Systems, Language Generation and Machine learning. In each part we presented most representative examples of research applying genetic algorithms to Natural Language Processing tasks. We described shortly how different kinds of genetic algorithm can be used according to the demand of application. We presented that a GA can be used as only a small part of system, that purpose is only to select the best settings for other parts of the system, but also that GA can be in the main focus of whole system. We also showed that GA has a widely confirmed appliance for research associated with natural language processing.
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